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We launched this week by picking one
character trait to focus on. The Eagles
decided that in their week of preparation
for the exhibition they wanted to focus
on grit, and at the end of the week we
crowned one Eagle the grit hero! We
celebrated the spring equinox early in the
week as well by having a ladybug
celebration! Also to prepare for spring,
we’ve been weeding our garden and
getting it ready for planting.

For those of you following along
with March Mammal Madness, we
are now officially through round 1!
A few of the Eagles have pulled
ahead, but we’re still early in the
game and anyone could win.

Discussions
We had lots of good discussions this week, one of them being a town hall! We
discussed the rules of engagement and how we can better follow them, deciding
that we are going to elect a ROE hero each week to help keep us on track! The
foundation discussed some ways to keep the whole studio focused, wanting to
make sure that everyone has the time and space they need to complete their work
–especially leading up to the Exhibition. The Foundation also participated in a
Narina Tea Party this week! For read aloud, the Foundation is reading The
Chronicles of Narnia, and each time they finish a book they host a tea party to
celebrate!

Art!

Writers workshop
For Writers workshop, the Navigators
and Launchpad finished researching and
writing all their articles for Journalism as
well as doing a deep self edit. The
Foundation are working on Mystery
Writing; this week finishing their drafts
and finalizing their stories for a read
aloud around the (fake)fire at the
Exhibition!

Quest
In quest this week, the Foundation and
Navigator continued to analyze mold
on bread and started teeth mark
analysis for Detective Science. In
Medical Biology, the Launchpaders are
continuing to work on diagnosing
patients and preparing their
presentation on a system of the body
for the Exhibition!

The Eagles are excited to show you all what
they’ve been working on at The Exhibition of
Learning, showing lots of grit and pushing
themselves this week. Look forward to reading
Mystery stories around the fire and a puppet
show by Foundation, solving a crime with
Navigator, and real time patient diagnosing
with Launchpad.

History and Art

In History this week, the Navigators
and Launchpad continued studying
the politics of the Vietnam War for
the Modern World History badge.
The Foundation continued learning
about the Greeks and created scratch
art to mimic traditional Greek
pottery for the activity! Art for
everyone this week was straw
weaving and finger knitting for the
fiber art session!

